INTRODUCTION
Episodes of un -ease may be manifested in different modes of expression. Depending on the individual's cultural grammar he or she may choose appropriate codes or signs to signal his or her feelings of maladaptation to a specific social situation. Especially in societies with an outspoken pluralism of therapeutic systems the afflicted individual may take his/her legitimate choice among the offers available.
The European observer, i.e. social scientists is often helpless when asked to understand a (traditional) patient's variations of presentation of symptoms and consequently corresponding actions, because they do not correspond to his concept of "truth". Often patients who traditionally interpret their illness in terms of demonic possession are believed to be "superstitious", "traditional", "uneducated" etc. (Gould 1965; Banerji 1974) . Recent work on Health Seeking behaviour in Rural India, however, gives evidence that people who believe in demonic causes of diseases and illnesses also do know well how to utilize Western medicine in cases of traumatic or acute loss of health (Banerji, 1974; Minocha 1980; Van der Veen 1981) .
I would like, therefore, in this paper to propose the following hypothesis which consequently will be illustrated by a case study:
Patients who by cultural belongings are able to choose between several recognized forms of therapy (including such extreme variations like orthopedic surgery and religious spirit exorcism are doing so by culturally constructing their illness in the codes appropriate for the respective therapeutic system).
This hypothesis deliberately implies a dimension of voluntaries on behalf of the actor. The decision to choose a specific therapeutic pattern and / or setting depend on the afflicted individual's wish -be it conscious or semiconscious -to place his/her un-ease into specific cultural and semantic connotations. According to this once made decision the afflicted individual and his social group define the un-ease in the semiotic framework of a chosen therapeutic setting. The history of the perception of signs is transformed into a culture -specific logic of this specific therapeutical niche.
Maladaption into a social system or the wish to escape its restriction for a while leads to the formulation of culture-specific symptoms of one kind or another. Thus the un-ease is defined and embedded into a particular cultural setting and its grammar. The development of a un-ease may become a biographical element in an individual's life, to which he/she may refer to as his or her 'illnesses. This 'illness' will, however, only then receive the status of 'disease', when it is recognized as a specific disorder by the individual's social group.
In the case I would like to report on here the disorder which is noted in an age specific life-crisis will not be classified as disease but as demonic possession from the very moment of its occurrence on throughout the whole episode.
'No doctor can help here, we seek support at holy places, because our daughter behaved like made', explains the mother of the afflicted family, when asked by outsiders like us.
It is the afflicted people's body theory or, more exact, their culture -specific semiotics of the body that renders us insight into their cultural construction of the particular illness episode.
The data
We met the afflicted family while doing filed work at a Muslim shrine in Gujarat / India which I described elsewhere (Pfleiderer 1981) . The mujawars, the holy shrine's administrators, introduced us to his particular family, because they had come to celebrate the cure after a lengthy episode of the 22-year-old daughter of the family, Tajinder. We received two versions of the episode, one by the family and one by the mujawars.
The family's version
Tajinder was a normal girl, sixteen years old, attending school regularly in the adequate grade for her age. One day she started crying after coming home from school repeatedly. The family could not see any reason for her doing so. But still, her condition deteriorated. She stopped eating regular meals. She stopped sleeping at proper times. Speaking at night, abusing and beating her family members at daytime she turned their home into a deplorable state. Out of this wretched plight, her parents were looking for help. The father, a jeweler, must have left the decision concerning his daughter's therapy entirely to his wife, who then started a six years' pilgrimage. The definition for the family's "trouble' might have existed from the very beginning of Tajinder's episode because the family did at no instance of the disturbance consult a doctor; however, it might also result from the contact with healing shrines which the family visited and where specialists suggested that the cause be demonic possession.
The mujawars' version
The mujawars never doubted the demonic cause of Tajinder's trouble. They counted her successful cure as a success for their own healing center. They transformed her disturbance (as it was described by her family) into "the idiom of demonic possession", as Obeyesekere (1970) called it.
They explained that her'misbehaviour' was all due to a roaming soul who got caught, or, more precisely, fell in love with Tajinder's long, beautiful hair, in which the demon henceforth resided. When ever the girl fell in trance the demon (bhut) reminded her of his presence (hajri). The only way to get rid of the evil spirit was by undergoing the bhut -exorcising rituals at the Holy Shrine (Dargah Sharif) of Mira Ali Datar.
Analysis I
These two versions are giving evidence that the afflicted family decided to choose the code of spirit possession for defining, explaining and solving the life -crisis which had obviously caught one of the daughters, Tajinder. The family consisting of father, mother, two daughters and three sons, adopted the code of explanation (spirit possession) offered at the healing centre they visited.
The daughter, Tajinder, obviously refused to accept her prescribed social role at the age of sixteen. She left her potential "normal" biography which would eventually lead into accepting a marriage offer. Instead she "escaped" into an illness episode with all kinds of bodily symptoms. Among the enumerated symptoms we found eye problems, amenorrhoe, eating a sleeping disorder, loss of concentration at school, behavioural disorders of different kind.
With her behavioural disorders she offended the rhythm of space and time of her social environment, i.e. family and class -mates. Although her people felt she was "like mad" (pagal) they did not classify her as made and report with her to a psychiatric clinic in one of the nearby district hospitals.
The definition "this is no case for the doctor" is a decision and rules out a career as psychiatric patient. Here we assume -as observers from outside -that Tajinder simply tried to prolong the transitional stage of being a young girl, or that her family pushed her to do so. (This has to remain an assumption since we are lacking a longitudinal observation). Whatever the psychological background and target of her refusal might have been, it had to be presented in a culturally acceptable from of signs.
Like her age -mates in Western medical culture (who might fall ill with an anorexia nervosa), Tajinder chose her body as the carrier of signs. The system of signs she chose, however, guranteed her to be further accepted within her social group as a 'normal' full member.
The unsociable ("mad") behaviour she manifested towards her family members was not her fault, it was rather she herself; who was afficted by an external entity, a demon, who made life disagreeable for the whold social group. By encoding her symptoms of refusal into the grammar of spirit possession she was the designated victim of the whole group and acted out her bhut -possession as a vicarious process for the whole family. Once her symptoms had been decoded as spirit possession by her family or by the healing agents at the chosen therapeutic setting it was only natural that several family members would accompany her on her pilgrimage, since it was also their disturbance and not her disturbance only. Therapeutic activities lasted for six years.
Impressions of the observer
When I saw Tajinder first she was sitting in front of the holy tomb together with her mother and her brother. The mother, who was eager to give to all the onlookers her story while praising the saint (babaji), tried hard to attract attention. Next to her sat, timid and shy and a bit intimidated and sacred, Tajinder. Her hair was long, filthy and full of big knots which looked like nests. She had tried to cover these knots with the rest of her long hair. It reminded me of the matted hair of saintly persons. Tajinder looked helpless because she was to have her hair cut shortly by the village hair cutter (nai). The onlooking pilgrims (swali) murmered that the spirit (locally bala had fallen in love with Tajinder's hair and that in order to get rid of him the hair would have to be removed totally. And they added with awe Tajinder had never allowed the bala to open or bind her long hair and still the demon made several attempts to disturb the scene when the hair was to be cut. The pilgirims who were surrounding the scene also whispered that the identity of the demon would be unknown.
Soon the nai arrived cut Tajinder's hair and shaved her head while her mother was singing hymns to the Saint bhajans. The hair was then disposed of in a tinbox and buried outside of the ritual complex.
After this we had enough opportunities to observe the family and to have a lengthy interview with them.
Therapeutic Ritual
For Five years the family had looked for an adequate therapeutic ritual to cure the daughter Tajinder. Only in the sixth year of their pilgrimage from one holy palce to the next did they at the shrine, and soon they felt rewarded for all previous endeavours. The logic of the cure offered in the dargah seemed to the appeal to afflicted family. The assumption that the afflicted girl is possessed by an evil entity which the mujawars call napakajinnat is the basic pattern of the therapeutic ritual offered in the dargah. The 'negative entity' in the afflicted individual's body has to be 'neutralized' by the 'sacred entitites' which are offered by the mujawars. Against polution by the evil spirit -they fight arrive with:
1. Water 2. Prayer (namaz) 3. Material from the cover (gliaf) of the saint's tomb.
4. Ritualistic battles between an imaginary army of horses of the saint the afflicting evil spirits.
Distributions of ta'widhs
6. and the trying to red threads (chilla bandhna)
1. Water from the holy shrine's well may be taken into a bottle with which the patients will circambulate the holy tomb three-, five-or seven times clockwise. The water may also taken home to be drunk there as remedy.
2. Upon arrival the patient is made to sit by a mujawar in front of the tomb where he will recite with his mujawar a short prayer and is afterwards touched with peacock feathers.
3. The material which covers the tomb (gliaf) is touched and parts of it may be taken home.
4. The most important part of the ritual seems to be the fight which is supposed to take place between the possessing demon and the imaginary army of the saint. As a symbol for this army the mujawars use little horses made of cloth from the cover of the tomb (gilaf) and cross the cloth horses 125 times over the head of the patient. (They may also cross 5 horses 25 times). This ritual may also be applied during the patient's absence from the tomb.
5. Ta'widhs are distributed in all Muslim institutions. They consist of a verse from Quran, are written on paper and worn round the neck. They are also part of this shrine's standard ritual.
6. All patients or pilgrims who seek relief from their affliction at the shrine will have tied a read thread a) around one of the 28 pillars of the holy tom and b) around their wrist. The read thread is originally one pieces which is cut into two pieces for this purpose. Tying the read thread symbolizes the patient's formal request to the saint's spirit for support.
These six individual rituals are supplemented by a collective ritual in the evening where all the afflicted and their relatives are present (l oban ceremony). At that time inscence (l oban) establishes the connection between the holy tomb and the patient.
When Tajinder first came to the shrine she underwent all the rituals described above and soon became much better than before. She stayed for 40 days. When she returned home she went with the read thread on her wrist and a ta' widh around her neck. At home she took off the read thread by mistake. As a consequence her monthly period failed to appear for five months. Only when she came back to the shrine later to receive another read thread and a second ta'widh her amenorrhoe stopped and her menstruation reappeared.
When her condition had become acceptable to the mujawar and her family, the mother dreamt that she could leave and return home. But the demon (napakinnat) was still infesting her haid and would not allow to have it combed, therefore she left it uncombed. While at home Tajinder fell several times into trace Hhajri. The family listened to her speech while in trance and reported to the mujawars (by letter) that the demon had announced through Tajinder that he would like to live in Tajinder's hair. The mujawars, who meanwhile had carried out the 'horse -ceremony' for forty days during her absence, recommended in a letter that Tajinder should as soon as possible have her hair removed in front of the holy tomb. Incidentally the mother had a dream in which the same decision was suggested. Originally, while still in the dargah, the demon had announced that he would leave his victim after some time. Under these conditions Tajinder had returned home. Only is when the demon turned out to be obstinate, the decision to return to the dargah became necessary for the protagonists.
Analysis II
As we have seen from the case history presented above the protagonists problematized the afflicted person's body in the grammar of a culture-specific system of signs. As we have seen, had Tajinder's body and the paraphernalia of the healing centre established a mutual reaction pattern that was governed by paiss of the dichotomy, the opposition purity -pollution being one of it. Messages that were given by her body were received by the therapymanaging group. i.e., the family and the healing agents and interpreted within their system of signs.
This semiotic system into which the episode was encoded became dramatically active during the cure under the influence of the healing centre and its mediators. Thus Tajinder's body was not only instrument in the search for explanation but also it reflected her adaption to (or acceptance of) the healing system. Once her disorder was conceived as pollution or loss of purity her body started to react within the assumed semiotic system. In the beginning, we were told, upon her arrival in the shrine, she felt a very strong rejection when she was taken to the shrine's center. The pollution of her total body by the demon made it impossible for her to approach the sanctum.
While undergoing the necessary rituals their symbols of purity (i.e., paraphernalis of the mediators) had a double effect on her: a) it furnished interpretations concerning her condition / pollution and b) it gave an operational meaning to her activities as they were part of the curing rituals.
This was for example shown clearly when Tajinder removed the red thread from her wrist after her first going home and the simultaneous stopping of her menstruation for 5 months and, of course, the reappearing of her menstruation when the red thread was replaced again.
While her behavioural disorders disappeared gradually one after the other (sleeplessness at right, abusing her family members, etc) her falling in trance had not stopped yet. At one fit of trance, the demon announced his imminent departure, but said (through Tajinder's mouth) that he would still 'reside' in the victim's hair. This messages was taken as a sign that Tajinder's body was no more polluted by the demon, except for the demon's last retreat, her hair.
Since the body of the victim colluded so well with the shrines paraphernalia, it became evident that the hair was an obstacle which had to be removed. The hair symbolizes, in the context of this episode, several important biographical elements for the afflicted girl. a) Her hair is a symbol for her female maturity ("long, beautiful hair") which is not supposed to be worn united in her cultural surrounding.
b) It connotates in this context her womanhood which makes her a rival to her mother. (Let us remember how the mother celebrated Tajinder's hair cut in front of the holy tomb).
c) It also means that Tajinder is of marriageable age and has to adopta
